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In this paper, the development and applications of robot technique is summarized, and the status 
and developing direction of China coal minc robotic:;;. A dc~cription of the rc~carch meaning, 
frame and key tcchnology of underground ~alvage robot is given. 
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Introduction 
Since the human being created thc first robot in the 1960s, 
robot technique has ~howed iL~ great life force . Outing the 
short last fOlty years, robot teclmique has been developed 
rapidly. With the gradual development and improvement of 
:;;cience and technology, robotics has become a crossed 
frontiers of science including several kinds of subjects. The 
appearance and development of rol:x}t technique changcs thc 
traditional indu:;;tlial appcaranec in c~:;;enee and influences 
greatly on human :;;oeial life. Nowaday~, the development 
trend of robot technique has two outstanding features: the 
applied field of robot expands gradually, and the capability 
of robot advances continuingly. The fonner refers to the 
widening application field in breadth wise, and the latter 
refers to the advancing capability and level lengthways. 
Both of them supplement and promote each otherl. 

Compared with preceding technology revolution, robot is 
a kind of sensible and rationalizing robotization equipment, 
so robotics is one of the representative development 
directions of high science and technology. 

The development process of robot technique can be so far 
divided into three stages2: the first one is programmable 
tech and play robots. It is not equipped with any sensors, 
and the simple switch control, tech and play control and 
modifiable programme control are adopted commonly. Both 
the ta~k path and motion parameters of tbe robot are given 
by tech and play or programme. During the working course, 
the robot can not improve its capability and quality because 
it can not sense the change of environment. The second one 
is off-line progranmring robots with certain sensing feature 
and self-adaptation capacity. This kind of robot is equipped 
with simple sensors inside and outside. It can sense its 
motion speed, position and pose, then · realize closed loop 
control based on the feedback of this information, The third 
one i:;; intelligent robots. Nowadays, it i:;; Mill being 
researched and developed. It ha~ a ~cnsible system 
composed of several kinds of external sensors. The robot 
itself can tInish a celtain task by acquiring and dealing with 
tbe external information then describing exactly outside 
environment. Generally, it has its own database and multi
information fusion system, so it can work under :;;truclured 
and unstructured environmcnt and respond as ti1e change of 
environment. 

Considering the trend of increasing coal requirement, the 

bad environment or coal mine and the development trend of 
robot, it i:;; es:;;cntial for robot technique to be introduced 
into coal mining processes. Recently, the research on coal 
mine robot mostly focuses on following three aspcet~: 
probing mine robot, robotization unloading vehicle and 
robotization mining with real-time network control. Some 
countries, such as, UR, USA, Gellllany, Au:;;tralia, etc. have 
made great efforts on developing mine robots. Some mine 
robots have been developed out, such as coal mining 
machine:;; and excavating machines with robotization , 
shotcrete robots and underground extinguishing robot~. 
However, because of worsening underground work 
cnvironment, ~ome rc~ults mentioned above are merely 
tested on the ground, not yet used underground. 

Research status and trend of coal mine robots 
in China 

Compared with other countries, the research work on robot 
in China is late in start, but its development is rather quiek3. 
Developing coal mining robot in China is essential and is 
considered by some Chinese specialists in robots as the 
breakpoint of developing industry robot in China. Some 
achievements in developing mining robots have been made 
in Cbina. There are some practical results, such as, 
robotization driller under the ground of coal mine , 
developed by China University of Mining Tecbnology; 
robotization jumbo, developed by Central South University; 
shotcrete robots, developed by Shandong Science and 
Technology University, remotely controlled 30 metres far; 
ete. However, these robots have merely been applications a 
few. With the scales and properties of mine industry, the 
development of mine robots would have a great space. The 
goal produet~ :;;elcctcd for developing coal mining robots 
havc a wide range and a great degree of freedom. The goal 
products adoptable for coal mining robots , roughly 
considered, have following types: coal mining robots, 
support robots, tunnel excavation robots, probing mine 
robots, underground salvage robols, :;;hotcrete robots, and 
extinguishing robots. The robots mentioned above wilt be 
pla yi ng a measureless role in the cons titution and 
production of coal industry in China. 

Some mine robots used successfulty in other countries are 
not suitable for being popularized in our country because of 
the special situation or our country and the difference 
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between mine condition of our country and that of other 
countries. Take dump truck for example, narrow workroom, 
various obstacles, inflammable and explodable medium. the 
different transponallon methods under the ground of minc, 
which limit the applicat io ns of du mp truck i ll China, 
however the application of it io other countries is very 
mature. 

Some achievements in developing mining robots have 
been made in China. There arc some practical results. such 
as, robotization driller under the ground of coal mine. 
developed by China Uni versity of Mjning Technology; 
robotizatlonjumbo, developed by Central South Universily; 
shotcrete robots. developed by Shangdong Science and 
Technology University. remotely controlled 30 metres far; 
etc. However, these robots huve merely been applications a 
few. With the scales and properties of mine industry, thc 
development of mine robots have a wide range and a great 

-degree 'of freedom. The-goal products- adaplablc--for-coal 
mining robot~, roughly considered, have following types: 
coal mining robots, support mhot. tunnel excavation robots. 
probing mine robots, underground salvage robots, shotcrete 
robot. and extinguishing robots. The robots mentioned 
above will be playing a measureless role in the constitution 
and production of coni industry Ul China. 

But there is no similar product to underground salvage 
robot in our COUlltry or otheOl. Indeed. it i~ very usefully to 
develop Chinese cool industry. In the follo wing chapters. 
the underground salvage n)OOtlo bc developed is described. 

Significant research meaning and frame of 
underground salvage robot 

Mine disaslers frequent ly come on the scene and are the 
important factors limited sustaina ble development for 
Chinese coal induslry. Fire, tlood disasters, gas and coal
dust exploding dire(..1ly affect the working personnel1ife 
safety. After the disastt;u happen, the exploding site will 
exist not only the danger of the second exploding, but also 
full with toxic gas, and the salvage men are hindered from 

driving wheel 

Lieducer~ 

timely gelling there. So, the research on salvage robot i.~ 

urgent. The underground salvage robot to be developed can 
timely gel inlD the dl sastrous site. and collect some site 
information, nOI being affected the environment. It can 
establi sh full rescue project according la e nvironment 
parameters. So the research re~uh~ of the robot mentioned 
above have imponunt practical cngineering meaning. 

Full rrame or undergrouud salvage robot 

The integrated frame of the robot is that besides the sensors 
carried by itself, it can carry with. more than two sellsors. 
and can autonomously walk more than 100 metrc..'l under 
the unknown mine environment. Figure I shows the full 
principle of sal vage robot. 

Salvage robot to be developed controls its body according 
la the given assignments and diverse environment. Because 
salvage robot works under unstructured environment, it 

'should-be-able t11 icicntify 'cnviI'EmmenHo'make-genef'dI'palh 
planning, and [use information from sensors to makc local 
path planning. Fina lly it plans a passable path without 
obstacles, and control commands arc created to control 
salvage rohot wulks along this path. In order to reach 
mentill1led above [onction, it is necessary to equip the 
salvage robot with different sensors according la different 
environment. So the integrated frame of the robot is that 
besides the sensors Qll'ried hy itsclf, it can carry with mon:: 
than two ~en$(lrs, and can autonomously walk more than 
100 mClrc,'l under the unknown coal nune environmenl The 
system consists o f bodywork, compute r con trol system, 
communication device. stol"dge hattCIY dc. 

The integrated technique constitution and 
design or llnderground salvage robots 

The integrated tech.nique cons titution and design of 
undergroUlld salvage robots is eonsidcre<l as following the 
factors and fealures: the roboc structure with four wheels 
and noll-flammahle tyres; have the feature of environment 
sensing; having the feature of planning pathway; inset1ing 
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Figure 1. The principle diagram of salVAge robot 
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distributed computer conLrol ~ystem; electric drive system. 
The details are discussed in Lhe following scetors. 

• The salvage robot physical structure 
Considering the underground environment, some 
special strategies are taken in designing physical 
structure of underground salvage robot. 
Because of the limilcd room, simpleness, tightness and 
flexibility as well as meeting the requiremenLs of task 
are important principle which should be followed 
during the course of developing and designing the 
running machinery of salvage robots. The simpleness is 
especially important, because it is simpleness that 
results in feasibility, reliability and low cost. 
The fOUI wheels drive machinery is selected because of 
its comprehensive application and maturation. Across 
country non-flammable tyres are adoptcd becausc of 
fire, and the centre of gravity is fell down as possibly as 
1t ·canbe done-ta-adapt the various· road surface uf 
underground mine. A shield should be fixed around the 
mobile vehicle. 

• Environment sensing 
Tn order to make the salvage robot running 
independently under complicated, dynamic and 
unstructured env.ironment, the salvage robot is to be 
equipped with several kinds of sensors such as CCD 
sensor, ultrasonic sensor, and machine probe. Maybe 
the temperature is high, so sensors sclected should 
work normally under this environment. Data from 
sensors are analysed, fused with some arithmetic to set 
up appropriate model to reflect the features of 
environment. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of 
environment sensing and information fusion. 
When environment is observed by many sensors placed 
in different location, each sensor gets different data 
information at different time and space and forms a set 
of observation value. Data adjustment realizes the 
unification of the reference points of temporal and 
spatial coordinate. Because each sensor works 
independently under temporal and spatial coordinate, 
the data pre-adjustment is necessary to fmm a reference 
poil1t o( temporal and spatial coordinate used for 
information fusion. 
If the position of an object is estimated by data from 
multi-sensor, these data must from the same object. 
Data relativity differentiates whether different space
time data come from the same object. After each scan 
data, relativity unit collects new report of some sensor, 
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relates it with new reports of other sensors and old 
report of this sensor. Based on relativity, new report of 
each sensor is assigned to one of the following 
hypotheses: 
-A new object set, namely, the report of a new object 
which is never detected so far 

- A existing object set, namely, identifying the source 
of the new report in light of object dctccted 
previously 

-A false alarm signal, namely, the rcport isn't from an 
actual object, and the report will be deleted after a 
further analysis. 

Tn the dynamic database, data are crossed and redundant. 
The dynamic database form.~ a static database after fusioll. 
In this design, extended Dempster-Shafer(DS) cvidence 
theory is used as infonnation fusion algorithm. This static 
database will be expressed as full environment under which 
-salvage rolxJtwtwks. 

• Pathway planning 
Pathway planning is one of the most important tasks in 
mobile robot navigation. Complicated, various and 
unbeknown environment, especially unstructured 
environment which make it more difficulties to 
navigation. Genera!iy , there are many navigation 
methods, such as, map navigation, symbol navigation, 
azimuth navigation. But these methods are unsuitable 
for mine. Because, firstly, the application scenes are not 
identical each time, and the map navigation is 
unrcalizablc; secondly , symbol can't be set up 
artificially underground mine; thirdly, maybe, there is 
magnetic field underground, so it is ditlicult to measure 
azimuth. As far as salvage robot is concerned, it should 
walk as far as it can do, which makes it possible to put 
forward another navigation method called walking 
along walL Namely, the robot regards the wall of 
roadway and all blocks as wall, then the robot will walk 
along wall at some distance until it cannot walk any 
longer or it reached the destination, then it return in the 
same road. 
In this section, an ultra-sonic ranging based path 
planning aLgorithm of salvage robot is introduced 
simply. When saLvage robot moving, ultrasonic sensors 
measure the time difference(ID) between transmit and 
echo by detecting echo constantly, then the distance 
between salvage robot and wall or obstacle is 
calcuLated according to the equation S:::C·ID/2 (where 
C is the velocity of ultra-sonic and relevant to 
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Figure 2. The bloek diagram of environment sensing and information fusion 
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lemperaru re). Sa lvage ro bot can adj ust wa lk ing 
direction in the light of the distance calcillated. In this 
way, to salvage robot whose position is variahle, it can 
adjust its current position depending on ~urrounding 
object, which is the basi.:-; of walking along wall 
aJgorilhm. 
The valid measurement range (radim) of the ultrasonic 
sensor~ adopted is 2 melrc~ , and the w idth of 
underground lane way is about 2- 3 metres, so the 
walking along wall algorithm is always va lid in ru ll 
work ing room. 

digita l signal processor etc. are adapted to form the 
di~Cributillg control system. Thereinto, the DSP is used 
to process image signal from CCD sensors; the l6-bil 
inbuilt computer is uscd lo ruse information and plan 
path; the 8-bit inbuilt computer controls driving motor 
and supervises power snppJy. Pigun! 3 shows the block 
diagram of control system. 

• Contml syslem 

Tn Fig urc 3, master compuler is locaLed in remote 
conlrol station. slave computers, such a.~ 16-bit and 8-
bit inbuilt compUler and OSP etC., are located in mobi le 
vehicle. The communie;uion between master cumputer 
an d s lavc compu ters is reali zed with wireless 
communication device. Wireless communication device 
located in mobile vehicle receive.~ wireless signal fmlll 
master control sys tem, a nd rc frame. The s igna l 
reframed is as.~igned to eac h slave compuLer unit 
through field bus (where CAN bus is used). 

31R 

Bad en vironment makcs it diffi cult to control mine 
ro bots. In order to wa lk indepe ndent ly under 
unstmcrured environment, the salvage robot should be 
hi gh intelligent. But the contro l ~y~ tem should be 
simp le to improve its rca~ibilily and reliability. 
Apparently, the systcm like industry control computer 
is ullsuilable. 16-bit and 8-bit inbui lt computer and 

Because of bad undergroun d environment, such a~ 
welness. heat, concussion, electromagnetism disturb 
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etc., the control system should be designed taken these 
factors into account, including heat treatment 
technique , anti-conCllssion technique, electro
magnetism compatibility technique etc. 

• Driving system 
Hydraulic pressure driving and electric driving are 
altemative. Because the drive supply of salvage robot is 
storage battery, electric driving is selected. The system 
consists of two walking driving motors. 
Indirect-drive technoLogy is adopted. AC servo motor is 
selected as driving motor and controlled by AC motor 
drivers. These motors are controlled as Figure 4 
shown4. 

TIle speed of motor is controlled by frequency of pulse. 
Direction is controlled by a bit databus (high expresses 
forward direction, low expresses reverse direction). Turn is 
controlled by speed difference between two motors. 

Conclusions 

The gradual progress of science and the gradual innovation 
of technique inaugurate wide thought space for the research 
and application of robot technique. It is still a promising 
direction of robot development to develop robot which can 
work under unstructured environment. The salvage robot on 
to be developed can be used in underground mine and under 

other similar unstructured environment. It can be equipped 
with all kinds of sensors to do some necessary probe work 
in area people cannot enter. It can afford a platform 
equipped with sensors, and it can be used on all kinds of 
occasions with unmanncd detecting. So it has rather wide 
practical application area. China is the largest coal 
producing and consuming countJ.y in the world. Nowadays, 
there are more than 500 state coal mine in China. So, the 
market is wide. 
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